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Introduction
• Uncoupled learning dynamics for a fixed game is well studied.

• What if the game is changing?
• in some cases, changes are due to the other players’ decisions
• in other cases, changes may come from the environmental factors



• Focus: uncoupled learning over a sequence of time-varying
zero-sum games decided exogenously by the environments.

Our Contributions

First part: how to measure the performance?
• review an existing measure (and argue why it is problematic)
• consider/propose three natural measures (one is new)

Second part: propose a single algorithm that
• is parameter-free (i.e., no need prior info. on environments)
• achieves strong guarantees under all three measures
• recovers best known results when the game is fixed



Time-Varying Zero-Sum Games



We investigate/propose the following three measures:

Our Result: Performance Measures

• duality gap

• dynamic NE-regret

• individual regret

new, proposed 
by this paper



Our Result: Algorithm and Theory
• We propose a parameter-free algorithm that obtains the 

following simultaneously (when deployed by both players):



Technique Highlight
• dynamic regret: a central concept to achieve different adaptivity
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Algorithm Overview (for x-player)

Idea 1: make sure 
the meta-algorithm 
comparable to Nash

Idea 2: inject
correction term to 
bias towards more 
stable learners

Online Ensemble
two-layer structure



Algorithm Overview (for x-player)

Idea 1: make sure 
the meta-algorithm 
comparable to Nash

Idea 2: inject
correction term to 
bias towards more 
stable learners

Injecting a correction term into feedback loss and optimism 

Purpose: bias towards more stable base-learners to make 
the cancelation in the dynamic regret feasible

Online Ensemble
two-layer structure



Experiments
• A synthetic environment s.t.



Summary
• A systematic study for time-varying zero-sum games.

• Rethink existing performance measures and propose new one.

• Design a single parameter-free algorithm that can simultaneously 
optimize all three measures (individual regret, dynamic NE-regret, 
duality gap); can recover best known results when the game is fixed.

• The results build upon online ensemble framework, but nevertheless 
require several new components (correction terms & dummy 
learners) and exploit the specific structure of games.

Thanks!
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